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i~! ECONOMICS AND MIITARY-TECHNICAL POL:ICY1 - I ii

Colonel M. ladkov, Candidate of Technicary Se iece B. i vanov- -of

The Sovie t go ernment hrus to be concerned with the ta tat
S in- a numberof' imperialist counitries the buildup df' armiament isg

-carbeing cntinued . Forces of aggression and miitarism direct -o t

rSa materi a resources at the intensification and Without the I
enormous military machine arid at the conductinof~ wars and _-they

c aim ftheir keen strategy first of all aiiis Th he countieso -tI gv

A

Th rovit on for the necessary o-evel of ii:a;:o:rmofthe
he ~vie coutr-yrequires considerable economn5.c r~esources.t

n general formimpOrtance in connection ith th is i a rb Ore

r e-latiinship of the material-technical needs of defensean ecofom-

ic possibilities of their Satisfaction. The oliuton to the given

problem in many respects depends Onithe €ontents and e3onOmic
-- = Validity of the military-technical policy of :the governmenit,. =;

N ; ~In general fOrm, the military-technical polidy is a direc- >

_ =; tion of activity of the government in the field of development of_ -..

-armament and Combat technique. More specifically, it is the | I

I-t is recommended to use the article in the studyby 0fficers j
on Marxist-Leninist training, "Economic basis of military-techni- I

S " cal policy.. Economic work in the everyday life and activity

-of the troops."
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totality of the planned and carried out (by the state) measuxes on f
-the -development-, production -and accumulation of weapons of wa 

used for the equipping of the armed forces in conformity W ith the

military doctrine and the social-economic conditions of dthe-oun-

The development -and implementation of the military-technical

po-itics are proposed- by the careful study and calculation of' the

many factors of external and internal order: the foreign political

situation, real -possibilities of a probable en my, nature Of the

future war, achieved level and prospects of -velopment Of m'ii-

tary -affairs, economic, moral political and scientific-techn-iCal

-potential of the government. The iessence an-a main features Of the

-military-technical policy are determined by the class nature of
thestate -and- -by -goals which-i_ srvs

The aggresSirvenature of ialism conditions the military-

stategic direc ivity and the basis of development of the material

-----components of the armed forces of the imperialist military group-

ings- and the -content and specificity of the miitary-technical

_-poli-cy of each- of the governments forming them. In the modern

:fstage- thre94nain f-eatures of this: policy are clearly distinguished.

First , the increasing race for the armament. In speedhg it up,

imperialismi, as- was noted by -the Internatiofnal Conference of--

Communist and Working Parties -in 1969, is planning the production

-of new armament f Or the decade ahead. Secondly, the use of

-achievements aof scientific-technical progress is predominantly for

-military purposes. Thirdly, the reaction, antipopulation directiv-

ity- of the po-icy is apparent-, which stand-s as a threat to the

-death of the -people.

-The armament race in the USA has acquired the most dangerous

-dimensions. In its military-technical policy the American im-

perialism gives preference to the development of means of attack.

According to -data of the foreign press, in the USA there are 1000

launchers of strategic missiles, 4-1 atomic missile submarines,

500 strategic bombers, and a considerable number of missile-

carrying tactical aircraft. Large reserves of atomic means of

-attack have been accumulated.
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-The mioitary-techh!dal poliy --of s~ciaiist states has a

-fudamentally di-ffetht sia!-edohofc- and militaryistrategic

-.bass.- The nature ahd directivity of it aire determined -by the needi " fo rotec6tion -Of -S6-$llsm from- ag greS-ion.

-Te b as 1principles of the mi-i tary-technical politoy of
the USSR- were worked- out. -by- V.I . Leinh. Subtequeily-- they r~e- =.

Se v-ed -further development in the the0retical and practical activ-

ity- o the CPSU on the strehgthehihg- of the defense capability of

the- USSR. An especialy great deal 6f attention has been given to

que stpionsl of theOlcy in the Program of the

4Prty , Materials of the XXII and XXIv congres-es Of the CPSU
-and other Party documents.

The militarytechhica, politics- Of our state purses noble

goals for the protection of the soia-list homeland. Proceeding

hfromthe foreign, econoric-, technical, and defense poli0y of the 47
:Comm unist Party, -it is Tca:led upon iIth an account o f -the scien-
tifically based prospe-cts of the development of material weapons

-of war = to provide the equipping of-the Armed Forces by modern

-weaponry and combat -technique.

The CPSU considers the main -goal of its foreign-political

activity as the provision of World conditions for the construction-

- of =communism in the USSR and the devel6pment of a world system of -
socialism. The essence of the contemporary economic policy, dea --

veIoed by the XX-I Par ty Congress,-consists in a mOre profound

o economics
turn toward the solution of the varied problems connected with

--the increase in the- welfare of th -people based on- the growing - A
economic potentiial, high rates of deVelopment 6f socalist pro--

iducton, increase in its efficiendy, scientific and technical pro"

gress and acceleration of the growth in the labor productivity.

-The defense policy, of the CPSU is directed at the maintaining ;

-of' a :constant readiness of the people and army to repulse the

-aggression of reactionary forces- Of imperialism."
A comprehensive account of all the factors of strengthening - -

the safety of the-homeland imparts specific features to those

principles on which the military-technical policy of the Soviet

-government is based. In the first place, inherent to it is the
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-princip-le of the conformity- of the militar -tchn-ical potentia-

of the- country to the volume and structure- of -the needs in mater-

ial -means of defense.- In the socialist structure the 6bjective

Pa econom:ic stimulations- for the armament race are absent. The -pro-
?!-duct!0n- of armament means is- determinied -onl- -b -external factorS..

M01 In the Summary Report of the -CC of CPSU to the XXIV Party Congress

it is- indicated that further development of the defense industry

and- the specific 'programs of its- activity in many respects w il-

depend -on the interantiorJ s-ituation.

Secondly, the militar y-technical policy bears a profundl~y

internationa-l character. It envisages the rendering of compre-F :hensive helP, to -obntri-es-of the socialist commonweaith in- the

stre thening of their defense power and in the support of the

national--liberation movement and just wars of the peoples being

subj td-to aggression.

The international-ismof the Soviet-military--_technical poticy

is-rooted in the nature- of the multinational :socialist state. As-

-it is- indicated in the Decree of the CC Of' the -CPSU, "On the Prep--

-: aration of the 50th Anni-versary of the Formation of' the Union off

Soviet Socialist Republics," one of the reasons which imperatively

-required the union of the Soviet republics into one union state

Was- the need to provide for-external safety and protectiOn from

the intrigue of the universal bouigeoisie_. I

A -clear expression of the internationalism- of the military-

technica- =policy of the CPSU is its activity on the maintaining

-of the necessary nuclear missile power-of the USSR. The Party

considers it as the -material basis of the military might of the

whole socialist commonwealth. Therefore, each of the socialist

countries construct their own defense in the design for nuclear

-power of the USSR and -for the close collaboration and-mutual help
in the deVelopment and carrying out of the military-technical
-policy. The military-technical policy of the organization of the

Warsaw Pact is constructed on principles of the coordinated account

of the social-economic,, political, historical, military, and other

k_ Ifactors which affect the prospects of the development of means of
armed- combat.
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--Thi-rdly-,- the militaty-technical policy of the socialist

state- is siSentific. i t is dalled upon to pvide matePially-a

-destructive response s tike in the case of an-imperialistic ag-

gress1n-no mater what mea : thes aggressor used: nuclear inissile

or conventional. The basic principle of the scientific approach

to- the -development of the military-technical policy is the pOsition

of the classics of Marxism-Lenism on the detrmining effect of"j econofics- on the militadry -pOwer of he state and the course ard I

Soutcome of the -war.

r OUr -poch is the -epoch of the transit-on from capitalism to

soialism- and communisn, -an epoch of the truggle of two OppOs2te

wo'id systems. The feature of its modern stage lies in the -fact

+i - that the forces of socialism determine the course of historic

development, and imperialism lost the dominant position on the

-world -arena-. The USSRfnOW represents a powerful support in an

economic and military -respect. The scientific and technical r6v--

6ution now occurring -significantly affects -the developmett of the

-military affairs. Under these conditions the military-tedhnical

-pOl-icy of the CPSU is-directed at the creation and maintaining of

the military superiority of the socialist- countries over f orces

-of war- and aggression. .

K The scientific approach to the solution- o problems Of the
development Of the material means of -mliitary protection of

zsocialism is senseless without an account of the origia.ity ofI

:moderm stage of the contemporary epoch, the achieved level-of the

-productive forces, the state of science and technology, the-

relationship of the economic potentials of opposite social systems,
; ~~And- trends in military_-affairs. Thrfri sespecially m

portant not only to determine correctly, but also economically-

-s-bstantiate the mil-itary-technical policy -of the Soviet :stateL-.
ii -:=The -economic substantiation Of the 4wil-tary-techfical Policy :i

is essentially the finding of the optimal correspondence between

the Volume of growing needs of the state in military technology H

and-dimens-ions- of the financial, material and industrial resources

which -can be diverted for the covering of these needs. This sub-

stantiation includes the following: determination of the volume,

5



structure and dynamics of the military-technical needs; the find-

i , ing of sources of covering of the economic expenses of the mili-

tary-technical development; the appearance of possibilities of

-I the increase in the efficiency of expenditures for military tech- 
I

nology, which is equivalent to the satisfaction of the needs of

the state in military technology with increased combat means at A

the least expenses for its creation, storage and use.

The problem of the economic substantiation of the military- I
technical policy of the state covers the whole complex process of A

the interconnection between the economics and production of mili-

tary technology.

The content and direction of the development of weaponry and

combat materiel, just as in the past, in the end result is under

a determining effect of the economic interests of the struggling

classes. The forces of war and aggression, which are now operating

__ especially active in the USA and certain other countries of imper-

ialism, turn their main scientific achievements toward preparation

of new world war, thus making science a servant of aggression.

The most recent scientific dis-"-eries (intranuclear energy,

A cybernetics, radar, electronics, an. c propulsion) have mater-

ialized in the modern weaponry of war. First of all, embodied in

them are the profound qualitative changes which occur in economics '

uider the effect of the scientific and technical revolution.

The military-technical revolution radically changed the ma-

terial base of the modern armies, which are characterized by the

unprecedented (by force of destruction) combat means, the accel-' eration of the moral deterioration of the military technology, the

mechanization and automation of the military labor, and the com-

plexity of armament systems. If in his time F. Engels called an

armor-clad battleship a "floating factory, an enormous machine,

the control of which was made by a branch of large industry of

that time, then now this evaluation can be extended to all the

basic forms of the nuclear missile, aviation, anti-aircraft, and A

marine armament.

__ The indicated features of the military-technical revolution

formulate the economic needs of the modern war. To equip the



4tt , armies with means of armed combat, the economic resources Vihich !

J~ -30

are large in volume, complex in structure and the most valuable

in quality are necessary. Therefore, the interconnection between

military technology and economics is reinforced from year to year.

The mass use of modern means of armed combat has an opposite

effect on the economics; quantitatively and qualitatively new re-

quirements are presented to it. Now the intensification of the

economic intensity of the wars predominantly due to the growth in

expenditures for military technology is regular. According to

foreign sources, for the last 100-year period the portion of the

expenditures for the technical provision of the forces was in-

creased from one-tenth (in countries of Europe of the 1870's) to

seven-tenths (at present in the USA and West Germany) of the total

sum of finances allotted for the upkeep of the armies. The ab- J-

solute values of the indicated percentages were increased by tens --

and, in some cases, hundreds of times. The reasons are the in-

4 crease in the degree of mechanization of the armies, the growth A

in the power supply per production unit, and also the complication

and, consequently, the rise in cost of the military technology. 4M

If during the First World War, on the average, there were 0.3-2

. horsepower of motors for one soldier, then in the Second World

N> : War the motors are 20 horsepower. The increase in the expendi- -i

tures occurred mainly due to the equipping of forces of armored

tank technology. The tank armament of the forces continues to

be intensified.

The process of the complication and increase in price of the

technology is associated with its mass modernization and the dis-

semination of fundamentally new armaments of war (nuclear weaponry I
and technical means of its application - missiles, jet aircraft,

atomic submarines, systems of long-range target detection, and

automatic fire control). And this requires the continuous im-

provement and expansion of the scientific-research and experi-

* mental-design works (NIOKR). The expenditures for these works

in the cost of the strategic bomber of the USA, the B-l, (now in

the stage of development), for example, according to foreign

sources, consist of more than 27 percent and in intercontinental

4 7
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missiles reach even 60 percent. Of each 100 dollars expended by

the government of the USA for the acquiring of military production,

54 dollars go for scientific investigations, whereas in other

branches of production this amounts to 7.5 dollars.

The electronization of combat materiel is occurring. Accord-

ing to dataof the foreign press, in the missile complexes, let us

say that the expenditures for electronics are 50-80% of the total

expenses for their manufacture. Even in the price of tanks of

new models (from data of the West German press), these expenditures

approach 40%.

The cost of nuclear missile armament is immeasurably highei

than the cost of conventional materiel. More than 118 billion

dollars have been expended in 20 years in the USA for the accumu-

lation of a reserve of nuclear warheads and means of their de-

livery. This sum would be sufficient for the armament of 107 in-

A fantry or 65 tank divisions.

The rushing flow of military-technical discoveries realized

for the armament of the modern armies diverted into the sphere

of military preparations a whole number of branches of economics:

aviation, atomic, electronic, ship building, and chemical. In the

imperialistic countries these branches are by preference militar-

ized (from 50 to 95% of their production is produced in the USA,

for example, on orders of the Pentagon, Atom Energy Commission or

Space Administration).

The defensive policy of the USSR, considering the internation-

al situation, trends of development of production, science and

technology, and profound changes in military affairs, provides the

army and navy with weaponry which, according to the appraisal of f

Marshal of the Soviet Union, A.A. Grechko, "embodies in itself

the recent most promising scientific and technical discoveries

from a military viewpoint.

The output of the modern combat materiel changes the whole

appearance of the military-industrial production. The complexity,

design independence and heterogeneity of the completing articles

of systems of weaponry impart a complex character to tieir manu-

facturing process. Meeded now for the creation of the many

8 -



-I ~well :
technical means of war are theA eveloped specialization (branch,
territorial, subject, and detailed) and cooperation. In the in-

dividual countries of imperialism this requirement is carried out

through the military-industrial complexes, in which there is formed

a chain of contract-agreement bonds based on definite programs of

the regulating centers.

The military production is disseminated over all the industry

and the whole territory. In the USA only the primary contractors

operate in 76 branches. Five thousand cities extend to the sphere

of deliveries of the weaponry. Together with this, the high cost

of the main goods of military designation causes a trend toward the
/ intensifying of their production dictated by the uncurbed craving o

for profit of the industrialists of death. In the USA, for exam-

ple, only 100 of the largest monopolies cover almost 70% of the
g primary orders of the defense department. The concentration Ofproduction is also conditioned by considerations of secrecy.

Modern military-technical development requires not only an

enormous means but also the presence of a powerful scientific and

technical and industrial complex, constantly being maintained at

a high level of military production and readiness of the economic

potential for the rapid changeover to the needs of war.

Expenditures for weaponry and military materiel are nonpro-

A ductive expenses, since the objects of armament neither in nature

nor in cost can be used in the reproduction of the social product.

The means allotted for these purposes are a direct deduction from

the national income.

The intensity in international relations caused by the ag-

gressive policy of imperialism and, proceeding from it, the threat

of unleashing a world war induce the peace-loving nations to ac-

cumlate reserves of military materiel, which, naturally, leads to

the reduction of material resources used for the satisfying of

the economic, social and cultural needs of society. Limits of

the development of the military materiel are included in this

The problem of the economic substantiation of the military-

technical policy proposes the provision of the possibility of the

9 X



Ii satisfaction of the needs of the government in weapons of war

with such economic expenses which do not impose excessive burden

on the economic organism. The system of capitalism as a whole
does not allow resolving this problem completely. Government mea-

sures of any kind, which were conducted, let us say, in the USA

for the purpose of the savings of expenditures for military mater-

iel, have only a partial character. How, for example, is it possi-

ble to balance the military-technical needs and economic possibil-

ities of the country if the economic activity is subordinated to

121 interests of large capital, and if it is regulated by the law of

monopolistic profit and competitive struggle?

The economic organization of socialism, as the experience of

the Great Patriotic War showed, allows even with relatively lower

production-technical potential providing superiority in material
RE means of armed combat over the aggressive forces of imperialism.

Socialist production is carried out, first of all, in the

name of the most complete satisfaction of the material and cul-

tural needs of the workers. The interest in society consists in

the fact that in order to maintain a reliable safety with a min-

-Y imal diverting of means from the national economy. The planned

administration of the socialist economy on a scientific basis

makes it possible to provide materially a military-technical pol--4

icy, not disrupting the balance and harmonicity of the national

I ~ economy.

The economic basis of the military-technical policy consists

of the integral link of the economic-political activity of the

CPSU. Based on the scientific conclusions and an estimate of the

prospects of the social :development, the Party determines the

interconnections between the economics and military technology

and plans ways and methods of the complex solution to the economic,

social and defense problems. This has been vividly expressed

in documents of the XXIV Congress of the CPSU. In the content of

the economic policy developed by the congress, the military-tech--

nical side is clearly distinguished. Belonging here are: the

organic joining of achievements of the scientific and technical

revolution with preferences of the socialist system of economy,

10



the retaining of the high rates of development of heavy industry,

and the mass renewal of industrial funds. Thus by the end of

the current five-year plan the portion of new production funds

is 46% in industry and 60% in agriculture. The functions of the

defense industry are made concrete. Together with the provision

of needs of the country in means of defense, it is called upon to

expand the output of the objects of national use (already now 42%

of its production goes for the satisfying of civil needs). its

scientific and technical experience will be used in all spheres of

the national economy.
in the contemporary stage of development of our society,

' Iraised to a qualitatively new stage is the carrying out of the

S Leninist principle of the economy of socialist management and the

observance of the strictest conditions of economy. The matters

4i of the defense of the country, wrote V.I. Lenin, "persistently

requires the greatest economy of the forces and the most pro-

ductive use of the national labor" (Complete Collected Works,

Vol. 37, page 367).

3 The creation, distribution and use of the military technology

form a single economic process which occurs both beyond the limits

of and within the Armed Forces. A large number of objects of

military designation are found on the balance of the forces.

Necessary for the fulfillment of the basic functions of our

army and navy is the economic activity connected with the acquisi-

tion, transporting, maintenance, and operation of the weaponry

and military materiel and with the construction of technical struc-

tures and the storage of military property. In some cases the

production is continued here (in the sphere of the material-techni-

M . cal supply, at warehouses, in arsenals, and at bases, firing

grounds, in experimental plants and laboratories, and research

centers), and in others only the distribtion and use are carried

out.

The military use has considerable characteristics. For the

SI greater part it is organized according to the type of a large

machine industry, the models of which are the many modern objects

of armament. Here there occurs the expenditure of the embodied

ll:;
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and live labor both in the form of the noneconomic use of objects

of armament and military-technical supply created in the national

economy and in the form of expenses of consumption, that is, the

expenditures of the material, finance and labor resources for the

organization of the provision of life and operations of the

troops.

The distinguishing feature of the military consumption is

determined by the content and direction of the economic work in
the forces. In reference to the armies of socialist states, under-

stood by the economic work of the forces is the activity of the

commanders, staffs, elements of the rear, and troop collectives

connected with the movement of resources allotted for defense.

i- 'IIt is based on the Leninist principles of ocialist manage-

ment, among which for the army the most important is the principle

of the economic nature of the defensive readiness. Lenin said

-:1 that under conditions of a threat of the imperialist aggression,

in favor of the army we make the "certain heavy sacrifices, of

course, strictly determining the dimensions of these sacrifices" -

(Complete Collected Works, Vol. 45, page .12), Which in peace

time the military otganization must not be too burdensome for the

national economy. The economic work in the forces also assumes

the observation of the general requirement of the Party for econom-

ic activity, namely: the care for the needs of the consumer and

the economy of social labor. Its correct organization denotes

state interests.

The main trend in the economic work in the forces is the in-

crease in efficiency of the defense expenditures, i.e., the

achievement of a-high level of combat readiness with the least

economic expenses. Their efficiency is realized in the combat

readiness of the troops, which is a crown of the combat skill of

the forces in peace time and a key to the victory in war. An in-

crease in the efficiency of the monetary and material resources

expended for the army is expressed in the lowering of the expendi-

tures per unit of fina) result of its functioning, consequently, j
in the releasing of means which, depending on the situation, can

12
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be converted to the intensification of the defensive power or to

I the development of the economics.

Two sides are distinguished in the content of the economic

work in the forces. First, this is a planned organization of the

army economic organism which is based on the strong theoretical

foundation of the economic and military sciences. Secondly, this

is the economic basis of the taken solutions, i.e., the selection

of the optimal variant of their carrying out not only according

to the military and theoretical but also the economic considera-

tions. in one of the directives of V.I. Lenin it was ordered,
for example, in the transport of a division, "to develop the most

economic method." Now such an approach has acquired the charac-

ter of a general principle. But the Leninist instruction did not

lose the direct meaning, which concerns the complex use of the
SI
-,-j transport. According to foreign data, the movement, let us say,

of a tank batallion 500 kilometers by its own power is eleven times

more expensive than it is by railroad.

The Leninist idea of economic substantiation of the solutions

became part of our life in the practice of economic administration.

It was reflected in the development of the Soviet military science,

in the number of problems of which there is the problem of the

development of the most effective methods of the use of forces

and means in a battle, operation and war as a whole.

The modern state and prospects of the development of technol-

ogy, economics and military affairs dictate the need of further

improvement of the economic work in the forces. This ensues from

the requirement of the XXIV Congress of the CPSU to seriously

raise the level of all economic work. On the path of the solution

to this problem among the many problems, the Party congress

advanced a leading plan for the comprehensive development of

economic science and the economic formation of cadres and all the

workers.I Teeooi seaie
The economic preparation is examined by the Party as an ob-

ligatory important side of the qualification of each worker. In

the army and navy this requirement belongs, first of all, to the

I officer's cadres. In order to raise the quality of the economic
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work of the command, technical and economic personnel, it is

necessary to outfit them with the knowledge of the bases of the

military economics, the method of the economic analysis and

economic planning, the specific economics corresponding to the 4
profile of the military' activity, theory and p.-actice of the

economic administration taking the characteristics of the armed

forces into account. Z2

Economic knowledge is necessary to all military men. It is

necessary as a theoretical basis of their economic training and I
the shaping in them of a socialist attitude for the military be-

longings, which is the national property, and the development of

skills for observing the strictest conditions of savings in the

use of material and financial resources. In the decree of the

CC of the CPSU, "On the improvement of the economic education of

the workers," it is indicated that the economic education of the

workers should be closely tied in with the organization of all the

economic Work at the enterprises and further the increase in the

level of the management. From this it follows that the economic

S training in the forces must be constructed taking the specific

41, nature of the military economy into account. Subordinated to the

problems of the maintaining of the high combat readiness, the

economic training is called upon to develop creative activity of

the military men in the struggle for an increase in the efficiency

of the means allotted for the armament, outfitting and upkeep of

the forces.

The scientific approach to the problems of the organization

of the military-economic activity of the forces is one of the im-

portant factors of the successful solution to the problem of the

economic substantiation of the military-technical policy of the

socialist state. It opens up the possibility of maintaining the

conformity between the needs of the army in material means of a

reliable defense of the country and the volume of economic re-

sources, which the national economy can divide for their satis- I

~ I faction.
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